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CHAPTER-1: INTRODUCTION 

 

 

A. DoT’s Reference Dated 07.12.2021  

 

1.1 The Department of Telecommunications (DoT), through its letter No. 20-

405/2013-AS-I dated 07.12.2021 (a copy of which is enclosed as Annexure 

1.1), sent a reference to TRAI (also referred to as “the Authority”) and 

requested TRAI to furnish recommendations under Section 11(1)(a) of TRAI 

Act, 1997 (as amended) on allowing sharing of core network elements such as 

MSC, HLR, IN etc., among telecom operators. The said reference is reproduced 

below: 

“The Department of Telecommunications has received request from Cellular 

Operator Association of India (COAI) for allowing sharing of core network 

elements also such as Mobile Switching Center (MSC), Home Location Register 

(HLR), Intelligent Network (IN), etc., among telecom operators. The copy of 

COAI reference is enclosed. 

2. At present, as per the provisions contained in Unified License, the 

sharing of active infrastructure is limited to antenna, feeder cable, Node B, 

Radio Access Network (RAN) and transmission system only. The relevant 

condition of Unified License Agreement is reproduced as under: 

“33.   Sharing of infrastructure: 

33.1  Sharing of active/ passive infrastructure shall be governed by the 

terms and conditions of respective service authorization and 

amendment/guidelines to be issued by the Licensor from time to time. 

33.2  Sharing of Active infrastructure amongst Service Providers based 

on the mutual agreements entered amongst them is permitted. Active 

infrastructure sharing will be limited to antenna, feeder cable, Node B, 

Radio Access Network (RAN) and transmission system only. Sharing of 

infrastructure related to Wi-Fi equipment such as Wi-fi router, Access 

Point etc. is allowed. Sharing of backhaul is also permitted. 
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33.3  The Licensee may share its own active and passive infrastructure 

for providing other services authorized to it under any other telecom 

license issued by Licensor. 

33.4  An authorized Gateway Hub operated by the satellite provider itself 

is permitted to be shared with the satellite bandwidth seeker." 

3. In view of above, TRAI is requested to submit its recommendations 

under Section 11(1)(a) of TRAI Act, 1997 (as amended) on allowing sharing of 

core network elements also such as MSC, HLR, IN etc., among telecom 

operators.“ 

 

1.2 Along with the afore-mentioned reference dated 07.12.2021, DoT also enclosed 

the COAI’s representation dated 29.11.2021 on the subject - ’Facilitating the 

Infrastructure Sharing between the Telecom Operators‘. Through the said 

representation, COAI had requested DoT to allow sharing of core network 

elements such as MSC, HLR, IN etc., between the telecom operators for the 

following reasons: 

(a) Telecom being capital intensive needs huge investments for growth and 

expansion of service. Therefore, it is important for telecom service 

providers (TSPs) to have a model which enables them to share 

infrastructure i.e., passive, active and core, to reduce CAPEX, OPEX and 

maximise network capacity and capabilities. 

(b) As per BEREC1, there can be a cost saving of 16%-35% in passive 

infrastructure sharing in both CAPEX and OPEX. The cost saving can be 

as much as 45% in case of active infrastructure sharing. 

(c) In addition to the cost savings, sharing the active infrastructure will 

provide following benefits: 

(i) Avoid duplication of investment by the TSPs 

(ii) Improved quality of service 

(iii) Positive incentives to provide service in underserved areas 

(iv) Attract investment from the entities providing infrastructure funds 

 
1 The Body of European Regulators for Electronic Communications (BEREC) is the regulating agency of the 
telecommunication market in the European Union. 
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(v) Help TSPs to concentrate on their core business/ competency 

(vi) Accelerate roll out of digital services 

(d) Currently active infrastructure sharing is allowed to TSPs for only antenna, 

feeder cable, Node B and transmission systems. 

(e) The Policy of infrastructure sharing should be further liberalized to allow 

sharing of core infrastructure such as MSC, HLR, IN etc., among licensees 

having Unified License (Access Authroization). 

(f) Sharing of core network elements such as MSC, HLR, IN etc. among the 

TSPs will reduce the cost for the TSPs and facilitate faster rollout. 

 

1.3 Subsequently, COAI through its letter dated 04.01.2022 addressed to DoT with 

a copy to TRAI, informed that COAI has deliberated the issue internally with its 

members and, at present, it does not wish to pursue this subject any further.      

 

B. DoT’s Reference Dated 10.02.2022  

 

1.4 Thereafter, DoT through its letter No. 20-405/2013-AS-I dated 10.02.2022 

(Annexure-1.2) mentioning its earlier reference dated 07.12.2021, stated as 

below: 

“2. In order to promote optimum resource utilization among the licensees, 

it is proposed to allow sharing of all kinds of telecom infrastructure and network 

elements among all categories of service providers, licensed under the Section 

4 of Indian Telegraph, Act, 1885, for provision of authorized telecom services. 

3. Therefore, TRAI is requested to submit its recommendations under 

Section 11 (1) (a) of TRAI Act, 1997 (as amended) on this issue.”  

 

C. Issues Relating to Sharing and Leasing of Spectrum 

 

1.5 In the year 2020, during the TRAI’s consultation process on ‘Methodology of 

applying Spectrum Usage Charges (SUC) under the weighted average method 

of SUC assessment, in cases of Spectrum Sharing’, a few stakeholders had 

requested the Authority that inter-band spectrum sharing as well as leasing of 
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spectrum should be permitted in the country. The Authority considered the 

requests from such stakeholders, and it was observed that the requests such 

as permitting inter-band spectrum sharing, and leasing of spectrum etc., could 

involve larger issues, and modalities also need to be worked out, which need 

to be well-examined and consulted with the stakeholders. As the issues related 

to inter-band spectrum sharing and leasing of spectrum were not part of the 

consultation process, at that point of time, the Authority decided that these 

issues will be examined separately.  

 

1.6 The Authority has decided to take up the issues related to spectrum sharing 

and leasing of spectrum through this consultation paper.  

 

D. The Present Consultation Paper  

 

1.7 This consultation paper has been prepared to discuss and deliberate the issues 

related to telecommunication infrastructure sharing, spectrum sharing and 

spectrum leasing. This chapter provides a background to the subject. Chapter-

2 describes the existing Infrastructure sharing regime in India and discusses 

the issues related to infrastructure sharing. Chapter-3 discusses the issues 

related to spectrum sharing and spectrum leasing. Chapter-4 summarizes the 

issues for consultation.  
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CHAPTER-2: TELECOMMUNICATION INFRASTRUCTURE SHARING  

 

 

A. Telecommunication Infrastructure  

 

2.1 Telecommunications has been recognised the world-over as an important tool 

for socio-economic development for a nation. It is one of the prime support 

services needed for rapid growth and modernization of various sectors of the 

economy. Telecommunication infrastructure is the bedrock for reliable 

telecommunication services. With increasing digitalization, telecommunication 

infrastructure has become a crucial part of the digital economy. With the latest 

mobile technology (5G), telecom infrastructure will work as a backbone for 

every industry vertical. 

 

B. Telecommunication Infrastructure Sharing 

 

2.2 Recognizing the fact that the telecommunication infrastructure is highly capital 

intensive, infrastructure sharing among the telecom service providers is being 

promoted and facilitated globally. Infrastructure sharing enables speedy roll-

out of telecommunication services, especially in developing countries. It helps 

in avoiding infrastructure duplication, and thereby, in bringing down the overall 

cost of the networks. Importantly, infrastructure sharing gears investment 

toward underserved areas. 

2.3 Telecommunication infrastructure sharing can be divided into two broad 

categories viz. (a) passive infrastructure sharing, and (b) active infrastructure 

sharing. Passive infrastructure sharing is usually referred to as the sharing of 

space or physical supporting infrastructure such as dark fibre, right of way, duct 

space, tower, etc. Active infrastructure sharing is the sharing of electronic 

infrastructure of the telecommunication network including access network 

(consisting of antenna, feeder cable, base transceiver station, backhaul 

network etc.) and core network (consisting of server, switch, and other core 

functionalities). 
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2.4 ITU Recommendation ITU-T D.264 (04/2020)2 on ‘Shared uses of 

telecommunication infrastructure as possible methods for enhancing the 

efficiency of telecommunications’ defines active and passive infrastructure 

sharing as below: 

“Active infrastructure sharing: Sharing of radio access network elements, e.g., 

antenna, base transceiver stations and radio network controllers. 

Passive infrastructure sharing: Sharing of passive elements of the network 

infrastructure e.g., masts, containers, towers, power supply and air 

conditioning equipment.” 

 

2.5 The ITU recommendation ITU-T D.264 (04/2020) also shows a potential 

scenario of cost savings depending on the number of cooperating operators 

and the option they have selected for network sharing, as reproduced below: 

 

Figure 2.1 

Cost savings depending on the selected option of network sharing3 

 

 
2 https://www.itu.int/rec/T-REC-D.264-202004-I 
 
3 Source: ITU Recommendation ITU-T D.264 (04/2020) on ‘Shared uses of telecommunication infrastructure as 
possible methods for enhancing the efficiency of telecommunications  

https://www.itu.int/rec/T-REC-D.264-202004-I
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2.6 The afore-mentioned ITU recommendation ITU-T, D.264 (04/2020) suggests 

that infrastructure sharing has a direct impact on costs, and subsequently on 

tariffs and investment; it may also enhance competition in the 

telecommunication market. According to the ITU recommendation using the 

passive infrastructure sharing model can lead to the lowering of the 

telecommunication tariff by 30%; adding the active infrastructure sharing 

model, including when enabled by aggregation of frequency bands assigned to 

operators who have acquired property rights over the spectrum to enable active 

infrastructure sharing implementation, can raise the savings of customers to 50 

to 60%. 

 

2.7 Report on infrastructure sharing4, by Body of European Regulators for 

Electronic Communications (BEREC), provides a provisional analysis of 

infrastructure sharing arrangements, which are currently in place in many 

European countries. The report includes various scenarios of sharing 

arrangements, benefits and challenges, as well as future evolution of sharing 

arrangements due to 5G. The report indicates that as per the figures provided 

by some National Regulatory Authorities (NRAs), the cost saving is as shown in 

Table given below:  

 

Table 2.1: Cost Saving from Infrastructure Sharing 

Cost saving from passive 

infrastructure sharing  
 

16%-35% CAPEX 16%-35% OPEX 

Cost saving from active 

infrastructure sharing 

(excluding spectrum)  

33%-35% CAPEX 25%-33% OPEX 

Cost saving from active 

infrastructure sharing 

(including spectrum)  
 

33%-45% CAPEX 30%-33% OPEX 

 
4 
https://www.berec.europa.eu/sites/default/files/files/document_register_store/2018/6/BoR_%2818%29_116_BE
REC_Report_infrastructure_sharing.pdf  

https://www.berec.europa.eu/sites/default/files/files/document_register_store/2018/6/BoR_%2818%29_116_BEREC_Report_infrastructure_sharing.pdf
https://www.berec.europa.eu/sites/default/files/files/document_register_store/2018/6/BoR_%2818%29_116_BEREC_Report_infrastructure_sharing.pdf
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2.8 While telecommunication infrastructure sharing has many benefits, such as 

reduction in cost of deploying telecommunication networks, efficient utilization 

of infrastructure, faster geographic roll-out and lower consumer tariffs, there 

could be some potential risks associated with it such as partner conflict, 

technical incompatibilities, etc. Further, any technical fault occurring in the 

shared infrastructure could become a single point of failure and might affect 

the services of all TSPs, who are sharing the infrastructure.  

 

C. Regulatory Initiatives for Facilitating Infrastructure Sharing  

 

2.9 Initially, access service providers were permitted to share passive Infrastructure 

as per existing licensing conditions of Unified Access Service License (UASL) 

and Cellular Mobile Telecom Service (CMTS) license. Through a reference dated 

08.11.2006, DoT sought the views of TRAI regarding bringing in an appropriate 

legislation/ amendment in the license agreement for ensuring effective sharing 

of new passive infrastructure (towers) by the mobile service providers. In 

response, the Authority, through its recommendations on ‘Infrastructure 

Sharing’ dated 11.04.2007, recommended, inter-alia, that the active 

infrastructure sharing limited to antenna, feeder cable, Node B, Radio Access 

network (RAN) and transmission system only should be allowed among licensed 

TSPs.  

 

2.10 Based on these recommendations, DoT issued ‘Guidelines on Infrastructure 

sharing among the Service Providers and Infrastructure Providers’ dated 

02.04.2008 (Annexure 2.1). These guidelines provided, inter-alia, as below: 

“Sharing of active infrastructure amongst Service Providers based on the 

mutual agreements entered amongst them is permitted. Active infrastructure 

sharing will be limited to antenna, feeder cable, Node B, Radio Access Network 

(RAN) and transmission system only. Sharing of the allocated spectrum will not 

be permitted. The licensing conditions of UASL/ CMTS will be suitably amended 

wherever necessary to permit such sharing.”   
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2.11 Thereafter, DoT issued amendments to the UASL, CMTS License and Unified 

License (UL) dated 11.02.2016 (Annexure 2.2), through which, TSPs were 

permitted to share the active infrastructure limited to antenna, feeder cable, 

Node B, Radio Access Network (RAN) and transmission system only.   

 

2.12 Subsequently, through the recommendations on ‘In-Building Access by Telecom 

Service Providers’ dated 20.02.2017, the Authority recommended, inter-alia, as 

below:  

“(i) Considering the requirement of ubiquitous voice and data network inside 

the large public places/ commercial complexes/ residential complexes and 

considering the fact that it is not practical for each TSP to put its IBS and other 

telecom infrastructure inside such complexes, the requirement of sharing the 

In-building telecom infrastructure including IBS has become inevitable. 

Therefore, TSPs/ IP-Is should be mandated to share the in-building 

infrastructure (IBS, OFC and other cables, ducts etc.) with other TSPs, in large 

public places like Airports, hotels, multiplexes, etc., commercial complexes and 

residential complexes. 

… 

(iii) A system (time bound) may be developed, which may, inter-alia, include: 

a. The seeker-TSP i.e. who wish to access the Cables/IBS installed by an 

existing TSP/IP-I (provider-TSP), should place its requirement in writing to such 

provider-TSP.  

b. The provider-TSP shall respond in writing within 30 days’ time. In case of 

denial of request to access the infrastructure, the provider-TSP shall give 

reasons and justification for denial.  

(iv) Commercial terms for sharing of the in-building telecom infrastructure 

system, may be decided by the provider-TSP. However, the same shall be done 

in transparent, fair and nondiscriminatory manner.” 

 

2.13 After considering the afore-mentioned recommendations dated 20.02.2017, 

DoT issued an advisory dated 18.11.2019 (Annexure 2.3) for sharing of in-

building infrastructure, wherein, it was mentioned that “all the TSPs are advised 
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to share the In-Building Infrastructure (IBS, OFC & other cables, ducts, etc.) 

with other TSPs, in all the existing Government/ public buildings/ places like 

Airports, Railway Stations, Bus Terminals, Metro Stations/ Lines, hospitals, etc., 

as per the terms and conditions of their respective licenses.” 

 

2.14 Thereafter, through the recommendations on ‘Proliferation of Broadband 

Through Public Wi-Fi Networks’ dated 09.03.2017, the Authority recommended, 

inter-alia, as below:  

“The Department of Telecommunication (DoT) may amend the terms of the 

ISP license to allow for sharing of active infrastructure, in line with the Unified 

License (UL). Further, the Authority recommends that a clarification be provided 

in respect of all license categories, that sharing of infrastructure related to Wi-

Fi equipment such as Wi-Fi router, Access point, and backhaul is also allowed.” 

 

2.15 After considering the afore-mentioned recommendations dated 09.03.2017, 

DoT issued amendments dated 06.04.2021 (Annexure 2.4) to UL, UASL and 

ISP License, permitting sharing of infrastructure related to Wi-Fi equipment 

such as Wi-Fi router, Access point, and backhaul.  

 

D. The Present Infrastructure Sharing Regime in India 

 

2.16 The Unified License (UL) and Unified License for VNO5 (UL-VNO), contains two 

parts, viz. Part - I and Part - II. The Part - I (Chapter I to VII of UL and UL-

VNO) contains terms and conditions which are applicable for all service 

authorizations under the License, whereas the Part - II (Chapter VIII to XVI of 

UL and Chapter VIII to XVII of UL-VNO) consists of chapters which contains 

terms and conditions specific to the respective service authorizations.  

  

 
5 VNO refers to Virtual Network Operator. As per the Guidelines for Grant of Unified License (Virtual Network 
Operators) dated 17.01.2022, VNOs are treated as extension of NSOs (Network Service Operators) or TSPs and 
they would not be allowed to install equipment interconnecting with the network of other NSOs. 
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2.17 The provisions relating to infrastructure sharing, given in the UL, are 

reproduced below: 

 

(i) Chapter I: General Conditions  

2. Scope of License: 

2.4 Licensee shall make its own arrangements for all infrastructure 

involved in providing the service and shall be solely responsible for the 

installation, networking, operation and commissioning of necessary 

infrastructure, equipment and systems, treatment of subscriber 

complaints, issue of bills to its subscribers, collection of revenue, 

attending to claims and damages arising out of its operations etc. 

However, the Licensee may share the infrastructure as permitted under 

the scope of respective service authorization in PART-II of the Schedule 

to the License Agreement or as per the directions/ instructions issued by 

the Licensor from time to time. 

 

(ii) Chapter V: Operating Conditions 

33. Sharing of infrastructure 

33.1 Sharing of active/ passive infrastructure shall be governed by the 

terms and conditions of respective service authorization and 

amendment/guidelines to be issued by the Licensor from time to time. 

33.2 Sharing of Active infrastructure amongst Service Providers based 

on the mutual agreements entered amongst them is permitted. Active 

infrastructure sharing will be limited to antenna, feeder cable, Node B, 

Radio Access Network (RAN) and transmission system only. Sharing of 

infrastructure related to Wi-Fi equipment such as Wi-Fi router, Access 

Point etc. is allowed. Sharing of backhaul is also permitted.  

33.3 The Licensee may share its own active and passive infrastructure 

for providing other services authorized to it under any other telecom 

license issued by Licensor.  

33.4 An authorized Gateway hub operated by the satellite provider itself 

is permitted to be shared with the satellite bandwidth seeker.  
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(iii) Chapter VIII: Access Service 

4. Technical & Operating Conditions 

4.2 The sharing of infrastructure, owned, established and operated by 

the Licensee under the scope of this Authorization, is permitted as 

below: 

4.2(i) Sharing of “passive” infrastructure viz., building, tower, dark fibre, 

duct space, Right of Way etc. with other Licensees. 

4.2(ii) Provision of point to point bandwidth from their own infrastructure 

within their Service Area to other licensed telecom service providers for 

their own use. However, the Licensee hiring the bandwidth shall not 

resell such bandwidth. 

4.3 Further, the Licensee may share its own active and passive 

infrastructure for providing other services authorized to it under the 

license. 

4.4 Moreover, sharing of active infrastructure with other licensees shall 

be governed by the license conditions/amendments issued by the 

Licensor from time to time. 

 

(iv) Chapter IX: Internet Service 

2. Scope of Internet Service: 

 2.1(xi)The Licensee may share “passive” infrastructure namely building, 

tower, dark fibre, duct space, Right of Way owned, established and 

operated by it under the scope of this Authorization with other Licensees. 

 

(v) Chapter-X: National Long-Distance Service 

2. Scope of the NLD Service: 

2.2(i) The Licensee can provide bandwidth to other telecom service 

licensee also. 

2.2(ii) The Licensee may share “passive” infrastructure namely building, 

tower, dark fibre, duct space, Right of Way owned, established and 

operated by it under the scope of this Authorization with other Licensees. 
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… 

6. Technical Conditions 

6.1 A Licensee having license/ authorizations for both Commercial VSAT 

CUG Service and NLD Service is permitted to share VSAT Hub for the 

purpose of providing authorized services. 

 

(vi) Chapter-XI: International Long Distance Service 

2. Scope of ILD Service 

2.4(ii) The Licensee may share “passive” infrastructure namely building, 

tower, dark fibre, duct space, Right of Way owned, established and 

operated by it under the scope of this Authorization with other Licensees. 

2.4(i) The Licensee may provide international bandwidth on lease to 

Resellers who are issued license for ‘Resale of IPLC’ under Section 4 of 

Indian Telegraph Act, 1885. 

 

(vii) Chapter XII: GMPCS Service 

- 

 

(viii) Chapter XIII: PMRTS Service 

- 

 

(ix) Chapter-XIV: Commercial VSAT CUG Service 

2. Scope of VSAT CUG Service: 

2.1(i)(b) VSAT licensee after obtaining ISP license may use same Hub 

station and VSAT (remote station) to provide Internet service directly to 

the subscribers, and in this case VSAT (remote station) may be used as 

a distribution point to provide Internet service to multiple independent 

subscribers. 

2.1(i)(c) Backhaul connectivity for cellular mobile services through 

satellite using VSAT to the Access Service providers. 

2.1(i)(d) Backhaul connectivity using VSAT to Access Service Providers 

for establishing Wi-Fi hotspots. 
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2.1(i)(e) The VSAT terminal of the Commercial VSAT CUG Service 

provider, which is used to provide cellular mobile backhaul link or Wi-Fi 

hotspot backhaul link, is to be located in the service area of the Access 

service provider, where the backhaul link is used. However, the VSAT 

hub can be located anywhere in the country. The link from the hub 

station to the respective network element of the cellular mobile network 

can be provided through the terrestrial connectivity obtained from an 

authorized service provider. 

2.1(iv) The Licensee can set up a number of CUGs using the shared hub 

infrastructure. 

4. Technical Conditions: 

4.3(vii) A Licensee having license/ authorizations for both Commercial 

VSAT CUG Service and NLD Service is permitted to share VSAT Hub for 

the purpose of providing authorized services. 

 

(x) Chapter XV Audio Conferencing/Audiotex /Voice Mail  

- 

 

(xi) Chapter-XVI: Machine to Machine (M2M)  

4. Technical and Operating Conditions: 

4(iv) The Licensee may share “passive” infrastructure namely building, 

tower, dark fibre, duct space, Right of Way owned, established and 

operated by it under the scope of this Authorization with other Licensees. 

4(v) Moreover, sharing of active infrastructure with other licensees shall 

be governed by the license conditions/amendments issued by the 

Licensor from time to time. 

 

2.18 In UL-VNO, most of the provisions relating to infrastructure sharing are similar 

to those provided in UL. However, there is an additional authorization for Access 

Service Category B in UL-VNO. The provisions relating to infrastructure sharing 

under this authorization are reproduced below: 
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Chapter XVI: Access Service Category B  

4. Technical & Operating Conditions 

4.1(i) Sharing of “passive” infrastructure viz., building, dark fiber, duct 

space, Right of Way, etc. with other Licensees TSPs. 

4.1(ii) Provision of point to point bandwidth from their own infrastructure 

within their Service Area to other licensed telecom service providers for 

their own use. However, the Licensee hiring the bandwidth shall not 

resell such bandwidth. 

4.2 Further, the Licensee may share its own active and passive 

infrastructure for providing other services authorized to it under the 

license. 

4.3 Moreover, sharing of active infrastructure with other licensees shall 

be governed by the license conditions/amendments issued by the 

Licensor from time to time. 

4.4 Location of switches and other network elements: The licensee shall 

install applicable system within its service area if required. 

 

E. Examination of Issues  

 

(1)  Streamlining the Provisions Relating to Passive/ Active 

Infrastructure in Telecommunication Service Licenses 

2.19 As indicated in the previous section, the Chapter-V (Operating Conditions) of 

the Part-I of UL contains provisions related to infrastructure sharing. These 

provisions apply to all the service authorizations under UL. Specific provisions 

related to infrastructure sharing are contained in the Part-II of the UL under 

individual service authorizations.  

 

2.20 The provision related to sharing of active infrastructure under Chapter-V 

(Operating Conditions) of the Part-I of UL are reproduced below: 

“33.2 Sharing of Active infrastructure amongst Service Providers based on the 

mutual agreements entered amongst them is permitted. Active infrastructure 

sharing will be limited to antenna, feeder cable, Node B, Radio Access Network 
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(RAN) and transmission system only. Sharing of infrastructure related to Wi-Fi 

equipment such as Wi-Fi router, Access Point etc. is allowed. Sharing of 

backhaul is also permitted.” 

 

2.21 As the above provision is mentioned under Chapter-V (Operating Conditions) 

of Part-I of UL, it applies to all the service authorizations under UL. However, 

it is understood that the above provision is relevant to only a few service 

authorizations such as access service and Internet service under UL. On the 

other hand, the provisions relating to passive infrastructure sharing, which are 

applicable to most of the service authorizations under UL, are mentioned 

individually under respective service authorizations. Further, it has been noticed 

that some of the authorizations, viz. GMPCS Service, PMRTS Service, 

Commercial VSAT CUG Service, and Audio Conferencing/ Audiotex/ Voice Mail 

Service, do not contain specific provisions relating to permission of passive 

infrastructure sharing. 

 

2.22 In Unified License for VNO (UL-VNO), majority of the provisions on 

infrastructure sharing are similar to the provisions on infrastructure sharing 

under UL. However, certain differences have been noticed. For instance,  

(i) In Internet services authorization under Unified License for VNO, it has 

been mentioned under the clause 2.1(vii) that “the Licensee may share 

“passive” infrastructure namely building, tower, dark fiber, duct space, 

Right of Way owned, established and operated by it under the scope of 

this Authorization with other VNO Licensees.” It means sharing of 

passive infrastructure is permitted only between VNOs and not with the 

network service operators (NSOs).  

(ii) While the amendment permitting sharing of Wi-Fi equipment and 

infrastructure related to backhaul for Wi-Fi equipment has been made in 

UL, a similar amendment has not been made in UL-VNO.  

 

2.23 Considering that the provisions relating to sharing of passive/ active 

infrastructure sharing should be clear and unambiguous, the Authority has, 
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through its letter dated 01.02.2022 (Annexure 2.5), requested DoT to issue 

clarification/ amendment to license conditions so that sharing of active/ passive 

infrastructure can be further facilitated.  In the recent recommendations on 

‘Use of Street Furniture for Small Cell and Aerial Fiber Deployment’ dated 

29.11.2022, the Authority has recommended, inter-alia, that “DoT should 

immediately act on TRAI’s letter dated 1st February 2022 (attached as 

Annexure III) and bring clarity on the provisions of sharing of infrastructure 

under different licenses to remove the ambiguity in infrastructure sharing 

provisions in Unified License mentioned in the Chapters related to generic 

conditions and authorization specific chapters.”  

 

(2)  Scope of Passive/ Active Infrastructure Sharing 

2.24 Passive Infrastructure Sharing: As discussed above, some of the licenses/ 

authorizations such as GMPCS Service, PMRTS Service, Commercial VSAT CUG 

Service, and Audio Conferencing/ Audiotex/ Voice Mail Service under UL, do not 

contain provisions relating to permission of passive infrastructure sharing. On 

the other hand, Infrastructure Provider (IP-I) registered companies are 

permitted to provide dark fibres, Right of Way, duct space, towers on lease/ 

rent out/ sale basis to TSPs. Therefore, prima facie, there appears to be no 

reason for not permitting licensed TSPs to share their passive infrastructure 

with other licensed TSPs. 

  

2.25 Active Infrastructure Sharing: At present, Unified Licensees are permitted to 

share active infrastructure limited to antenna, feeder cable, Node B, Radio 

Access Network (RAN) and transmission system only. In addition, sharing of 

infrastructure related to Wi-Fi equipment such as Wi-Fi router, Access Point etc. 

is also permitted to Unified Licensees.  

 

2.26 Within the ambit of active telecommunication infrastructure sharing, the radio 

access network (RAN) sharing is quite popular globally. The RAN sharing 

feature allows two or more TSPs to serve their customers by using a common 

RAN equipment, while keeping their core networks separate.  
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2.27 For sharing of RAN, two commonly used solutions are known as MORAN (Multi 

Operator RAN) and MOCN (Multi Operator Core Network). With MORAN, RAN 

is shared between two or more TSPs; however, the radio frequency spectrum 

is not shared. The customers of each TSP access the services of their respective 

TSPs through the radio frequency spectrum assigned to their respective TSPs. 

 

2.28 With MOCN, two or more TSPs share the RAN as well as the radio frequency 

spectrum assigned to them. MOCN is a more resource efficient solution as it 

permits the TSPs to pool their respective radio frequency spectrum, resulting 

in improved spectral efficiency.  

 

2.29 Implementation of RAN sharing through MORAN or MOCN is somewhat more 

involved than the implementation of site sharing. However, the cost saving 

potential of RAN sharing is much greater than site sharing. 

 

2.30 Core Network Sharing: As per a 2019 report titled ‘Infrastructure Sharing: An 

Overview’ published by GSMA6, sharing of core telecommunication network 

(servers and core network functionalities) enables greater cost-saving potential 

but is complicated to operate and to maintain strategic differentiation.  

 

2.31 As discussed earlier, in the recent past, wireless telecommunication services 

have witnessed a remarkable technology innovation and transformation. 

Further, the lifespan of the new technologies has shortened with the passage 

of time. Adoption of new technologies requires a significant capital investment 

on the part of TSPs. For instance, the latest mobile network technology namely 

5G requires substantial network densification. Further, to reap in the full 

benefits of 5G, the TSPs might have to move from 5G NSA7 to 5G SA8 mode, 

wherein fresh investment for deploying 5G core network would be required. 5G 

 
6 https://www.gsma.com/futurenetworks/wiki/infrastructure-sharing-an-overview/ 
 
7 5G NSA refers to 5G non stand alone. 5G NSA is a solution for 5G networks where the network is supported by 
the existing 4G infrastructure. 
 
8 5G SA refers to 5G stand alone. 5G SA means a network that has its independent infrastructure and can stand 
on its own. 

https://www.gsma.com/futurenetworks/wiki/infrastructure-sharing-an-overview/
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core networks are expected to involve a higher cost of deployment to meet 

throughput requirement and demand. Therefore, TSPs which are deploying 5G 

technology-based mobile networks might prefer sharing of their core network 

elements.   

 

2.32 In case the scope of infrastructure sharing is enhanced to include all the 

network elements across all licenses/ authorizations, it is expected that it will 

help in increasing the utilization of network elements, and in bringing down the 

cost (both capital cost and operating cost) of network. Therefore, a proposition 

could be that all the network elements (including core network elements) may 

be permitted to be shared among licensees, not only for wireless networks but 

also for wireline/ fixed networks. 

 

2.33 However, in case sharing of all the network elements across all licenses/ 

authorizations is permitted, there is a possibility that sufficient infrastructure 

may not be created and there could be a high level of dependency on shared 

network elements. Any failure in the shared network elements, particularly the 

core network elements, could become a single point of failure and may affect 

services of all TSPs which are involved in sharing. Therefore, it is felt that while 

permitting sharing of all the network elements across all licenses/ 

authorizations may be required to keep services affordable and help expedite 

the roll-out of services, there may be a need for some precautionary provisions 

to ensure network resilience.  

 

2.34 In this background, the Authority solicits comments of stakeholders on the 

following set of questions: 

 

Issues for Consultation 

 

Q1. Should passive infrastructure sharing be permitted across all 

telecommunication service licenses/ authorizations? Kindly 

justify your response. 
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Q2. Should other active infrastructure elements deployed by 

service providers under various licenses/ authorizations, 

which are not permitted to be shared at present, be permitted 

to be shared among licensees of telecommunication services? 

 

Q3.  If your response to the Q2 is in the negative, which active 

infrastructure elements should not be permitted to be shared? 

Further, which active infrastructure elements should be 

permitted to be shared with which licensees/ authorization 

holders? kindly provide details for each authorization with 

detailed justification.  

 

Q4. In case it is decided to permit sharing of any additional active 

infrastructure elements among licensees,  

(a)  What precautionary conditions should be put in place to 

avoid disruption in telecommunication services due to 

any unforeseen situation? The response may be provided 

for each active infrastructure element. 

(b)   Whether there is a need to have a provision for 

permission from/ intimation to the Licensor before 

commencement of such sharing? If yes, what provisions 

and timelines need to be prescribed for each active 

infrastructure element? 

 

Q5. Whether any other amendment is required to be made in the 

telecommunication services licenses/ authorizations with 

respect to the provisions relating to both active and passive 

infrastructure sharing to bring clarity and remove anomaly? If 

yes, clause-wise suggestions in the telecommunication 

services licenses/ authorizations may kindly be made with 

detailed justification.  
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(3)  Sharing of Government Funded Infrastructure 

2.35 In the past, the Government has been striving to enhance coverage and 

connectivity in the hitherto uncovered areas of the country. The Universal 

Service Support Policy for provision of telecom facilities in rural and remote 

areas of the country came into effect on 01.04.2002. Universal Service 

Obligation Fund (USO Fund) was set up by an Act of Parliament in December 

2003 by amending the Indian Telegraph Act, 1885. The USO Fund was 

established with the fundamental objective of providing access to basic 

telegraph services to people in remote and rural areas at affordable and 

reasonable prices. Subsequently, the scope of USO Fund was widened to 

provide access to telegraph services (including mobile services, broadband 

connectivity, and ICT infrastructure creation) in rural and remote areas.  

 

2.36 The New Telecom Policy 1999, provided that the resources for meeting the 

universal service obligation would be raised through a ‘Universal Access Levy’, 

which would be a percentage of the revenue earned by the operators under 

various licenses9.  The present License fee @ 8% of the adjusted gross revenue 

(AGR) is inclusive of USO Levy which is presently 5% of AGR. The Authority, 

through its recommendations on ‘Definition of Revenue Base (AGR) for the 

Reckoning of License Fee and Spectrum Usage Charges’ dated 06.01.2015, had 

recommended, inter-alia, that “the component of USO levy should be reduced 

from the present 5% to 3% of AGR for all licenses with effect from 1st April 

2015”.  

 

2.37 For commercially non-viable rural and remote areas, the USO Fund provides 

subsidy support in the form of Net Cost or Viability Gap Funding (VGF) to 

incentivize telecom service providers. DoT has provided funds through USOF to 

TSPs (both public and private) to deploy telecom infrastructure (passive and/ 

or active). A few ongoing USOF schemes are given below: 

(a) Comprehensive Telecom Development Plan (CTDP) for the North-Eastern 

Region (NER): The project aims at providing mobile coverage to the States 

 
9 https://usof.gov.in 
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of Arunachal Pradesh, Assam, Manipur, Meghalaya, Mizoram, Nagaland, 

Sikkim and Tripura.  

(b) Comprehensive Telecom Development Project (CTDP) for islands: The 

project aims to provide connectivity to Andaman and Nicobar Islands and 

Lakshadweep via Submarine Optical Fiber Cable and Bandwidth 

Augmentation to the Island groups. 

(c) Uncovered villages: This scheme aims to provide connectivity to various 

uncovered villages and aspirational villages. 

(d) Left Wing Extremism (LWE) affected areas: The scheme aims to connect 

all rural and far-flung villages in the LWE zones ensuring proper delivery 

of citizen services and empowered security forces. 

(e) Other projects: Other projects are approved to harness new digital 

technologies and platforms to unlock productivity and reach unserved and 

underserved markets, leading to economic growth and development and 

ensuring access to next-generation services for its citizens. 

 

2.38 USO Fund projects are assigned to TSPs on nomination or tender basis. In the 

case of tender to award project/ scheme, the evaluation of bids is carried out, 

including, based on the least quoted total subsidy, that is, the subsidy that will 

be provided from the USOF. The Universal Service Provider (USP) is required 

to set up, operate, maintain, and manage the respective infrastructure as per 

the terms and conditions laid down in the agreement (one of USOF agreements 

may be accessed at the URL: 

https://usof.gov.in/assets/data_report/1669358119_d54ffce192d23c1fd991.p

df). The work related to the provision of mobile services in the identified areas 

are generally awarded through open competitive bidding process.  

 

2.39 In general, the infrastructure, created under the USO Fund project, is owned 

by the respective USPs i.e., TSP to whom USOF project is assigned. USP, at its 

discretion, may share its infrastructure with other TSPs, subject to compliance 

of the guidelines and instructions issued by DoT.  

 

https://usof.gov.in/assets/data_report/1669358119_d54ffce192d23c1fd991.pdf
https://usof.gov.in/assets/data_report/1669358119_d54ffce192d23c1fd991.pdf
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2.40 One argument could be that the infrastructure and coverage being created 

using the USO Fund should not create connectivity islands only meant for the 

subscribers of the USP. A proposition could be that such infrastructure can be 

made available to all TSPs through mandatory infrastructure sharing, so that 

the benefit is wide reached and not restricted to the subscribers of the USP. 

The contrary argument could be that the USP might not have sufficient 

capacity, or there could be some technical difficulties in sharing with other 

TSPs. 

 

2.41 In this background, the Authority solicits comments of stakeholders on the 

following set of questions: 

 

Issues for Consultation 

 

Q6. Should there be any obligation on telecom service providers to 

share infrastructure that has been funded, either partially or 

fully, by the Government through Universal Service Obligation 

(USO) Fund or otherwise, with other telecom service providers? 

Kindly justify your response. 

  

Q7. In case it is decided to impose some obligations on telecom 

service providers to share the infrastructure funded by 

Government with other telecom service providers, is there a 

need to provide a broad framework for sharing of such 

infrastructure? If yes, kindly suggest the key aspects of such 

framework with detailed justification. 

 

Q8. Any other suggestion to facilitate infrastructure sharing may 

kindly be made with proper explanation and justification. 
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(4) Connectivity Issues Faced by the Subscribers in Remote and Far-

flung Areas of the Country 

 

2.42 Through another reference dated 27.04.2022, DoT requested the Authority to 

examine the possibilities of provisions in license agreements for mandatory 

roaming arrangements among telecom service providers in remote areas of Hill 

States, LWE affected areas and along International Border, and furnish 

recommendations on the subject. However, through a subsequent letter dated 

03.01.2023, DoT conveyed that the reference dated 27.04.2022 has been 

reconsidered and it has been decided to withdraw the reference dated 

27.04.2022. 

 

2.43 While the reference dated 27.04.2022 has been withdrawn by DoT, the issue 

of subscribers facing hardship in remote and far-flung areas of the country 

continues to persist. In general, the remote and far-flung areas of the country, 

particularly those in Hill States, have limited mobile connectivity due to difficulty 

in accessibility of land terrain, low population density, and less techno-

commercial interests of service providers. The number of mobile service 

providers at a particular location in such remote areas is, generally, quite less. 

It has been observed that a subscriber, using network of a particular service 

provider and roaming in remote and far-flung areas, faces the problem of no 

telecom coverage even if the networks of other service providers is present in 

the area. 

 

2.44 In view of the hardships faced by subscribers in remote and far-flung areas of 

the country, there appears to be a need to explore ways to address the issue. 

One possible way could be to mandate the sharing of infrastructure funded by 

the Government through USO Fund in remote and far-flung areas as an 

obligation. This has already been discussed in the earlier section.  

 

2.45 As per the extant licensing regime in the country, roaming arrangements 

among telecommunication service licensees are permitted, but not mandated. 
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With a view to ease out the hardship faced by the subscribers due to 

connectivity issues in remote and far-flung areas, another possible approach 

could be to encourage roaming amongst mobile service providers in such areas. 

Towards this, the mobile service providers who permit the subscribers of other 

mobile service providers to roam onto their networks in remote and far-flung 

areas, could be incentivized. This may possibly nudge the mobile service 

providers to enter into roaming arrangements. In turn, this may help in easing 

out the connectivity issues faced by the subscribers in remote and far-flung 

areas, particularly those in Hill States. 

 

2.46 In this background, the Authority solicits comments of stakeholders on the 

following set of questions: 

 

Issues for consultation 

 

Q9. What measures could be taken to encourage roaming 

arrangements among telecom service providers in remote and 

far-flung areas?  What could be the associated regulatory 

concerns and what steps could be taken to address such 

concerns? Kindly provide details on each of the suggested 

measures with justification. 

 

Q10. What could be the other ways to ease out the hardship faced by 

the subscribers in remote and far-flung areas due to 

connectivity issues of the home network provider? Kindly 

provide detailed response with justification. 
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CHAPTER-3: SHARING AND LEASING OF SPECTRUM  

 

 

A. Sharing of Spectrum 

 

3.1 Radio frequency spectrum is a scarce natural resource. With growing data 

usage, digitalization of services and uptake of video consumption over cellular 

network, demand for spectrum has increased significantly. Considering the 

growing demand for spectrum by not only the TSPs but also by other users 

such as Defence, Space, Railways, public sector undertakings (PSUs), captive 

users etc., it has become necessary for the Government to ensure efficient and 

optimal utilization of spectrum. Any amount of frequency spectrum, if not use 

optimally and efficiently, results not only in financial loss to the Government, 

but also hinders socio-economic development of the country. Spectrum sharing 

is one of the techniques, by using which, spectral efficiency can be increased.  

 

3.2 The basic objective of spectrum sharing between TSPs is to enhance spectral 

efficiency by combining/ pooling the spectrum holding of two or more TSPs. If 

two TSPs pool their spectrum holdings, spectral efficiency increases non-

linearly. For illustration, data rates achievable with 10 MHz of spectrum is much 

higher than two times the data rate achievable with 5 MHz of spectrum. 

Spectrum sharing can provide additional network capacities in places where 

there is network congestion due to spectrum crunch. Spectrum sharing makes 

use of carrier aggregation to achieve higher data rates.  

 

3.3 Spectrum sharing could be of the following types: 

(a) Intra-Band Spectrum Sharing: The TSPs holding spectrum in a frequency 

band, pool their spectrum holdings in that frequency band and use intra-

band carrier aggregation. 

(b) Inter-Band Spectrum Sharing: The TSPs holding spectrum in two different 

frequency bands, pool their spectrum holdings and use inter-band carrier 

aggregation. 
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3.4 Based on the TRAI’s recommendations, DoT permitted intra-band spectrum 

sharing among access service providers and issued the ‘Guidelines for Sharing 

of Access Spectrum by Access Service Providers’ on 24.09.2015. These 

guidelines have been amended from time to time. At present, the amended 

‘Guidelines for Sharing of Access Spectrum’ were issued on 11.10.2021 

(Annexure-3.1) are in force.  

 

3.5 As per the present licensing regime in the country, intra-band spectrum sharing 

between two TSPs is permitted. Stakeholders have been requesting to also 

permit inter-band spectrum sharing and leasing of spectrum. As indicated in 

the Chapter I of this Consultation Paper, during the consultation process on 

’Methodology of applying Spectrum Usage Charges (SUC) under the weighted 

average method of SUC assessment, in cases of Spectrum Sharing‘ in the year 

2020, a few stakeholders had requested the Authority that inter-band spectrum 

sharing as well as leasing of spectrum should be permitted in the country. The 

Authority considered the requests from such stakeholders, and it was observed 

that the requests such as permitting inter-band spectrum sharing, and leasing 

of spectrum etc., could involve larger issues, and modalities also need to be 

worked out, which need to be well-examined and consulted with the 

stakeholders. As the issues related to inter-band spectrum sharing and leasing 

of spectrum were not part of the consultation process, at that point of time, 

the Authority decided that these issues will be examined separately.  

 

3.6 Authorised Shared Access (ASA) of Spectrum: Certain quantum of frequency 

spectrum in IMT identified bands is assigned to Government/ other users, the 

utilization of which, may not necessarily be optimum (entire spectrum, at all 

places, at all times may not be in use). To make available such frequency 

spectrum to the TSPs on secondary basis, some countries have permitted 

authorised shared access (ASA) of spectrum.  ASA involves the concept of 

primary and secondary users, wherein a secondary user can use the same 

frequency spectrum when the primary user is not using it. In view of the 
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growing data usage amongst consumers owing to increased digitalization and 

uptake of data hungry applications, and increasing proliferation of IoT based 

solutions, there could be a need to explore use of spectrum sharing using ASA 

in India. 

 

3.7 Licensed Assisted Access (LAA) of Spectrum: Licensed assisted access (LAA) is 

a feature that leverages the frequency spectrum in unlicensed bands (such as 

the Wi-Fi spectrum in 5 GHz frequency band) in combination with the spectrum 

in licensed frequency bands. LAA uses carrier aggregation to combine 

unlicensed spectrum with the licensed spectrum. The carrier aggregation of 

spectrum provides a fatter pipe with faster data rates and more responsive user 

experience. By maintaining a persistent anchor in the licensed spectrum that 

carries all the control and signalling information, the user experience could be 

made seamless and reliable. LAA has been standardized by the 3GPP in its 

Release-13. LAA adheres to the requirements of the Listen Before Talk (LBT) 

protocol. Several countries such as USA, Thailand, Russia, Hong Kong, Italy, 

Turkey have already deployed LAA networks. As per GSA report of March 2020, 

38 operators were investing in LAA across 21 countries; nine of them were 

understood to have deployed or launched LAA in six countries and 131 devices 

were identified that supported LAA from 33 vendors.  

 

3.8 In view of the above, the possible options for sharing of frequency spectrum 

for the purpose of usage in IMT are being discussed below: 

 

(1) Inter-band Spectrum Sharing Among TSPs 

3.9 As already indicated above, under inter-band spectrum sharing, two or more 

TSPs holding frequency spectrum in different spectrum bands, pool their 

frequency spectrum and use inter-band carrier aggregation. The inter-band 

spectrum sharing is implemented through a common radio access network 

(RAN). Inter-band spectrum sharing could be implemented in entire LSA or only 

in certain specific areas based on the requirement. 
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3.10 As already mentioned, based on the TRAI’s recommendations of 2014, intra-

band spectrum sharing between two TSPs (i.e., where both the TSPs have 

frequency spectrum in the same band) was permitted in 2015. While providing 

its recommendations on Spectrum Sharing dated 21.07.2014, the Authority had 

recorded the following: 

“..though some of the service providers have requested to allow inter-band 

spectrum sharing, the Authority, as of now, has not agreed to this because 

such arrangements will lead to Mobile Virtual Network Operators (MVNOs) like 

situation which is not permitted in the present licensing framework. The 

Authority would like to mention here that recently, the DoT has sent a reference 

to the Authority seeking recommendation on Virtual Network Operators and 

associated issues. Therefore, the Authority may later review its 

recommendation of permitting ‘only intra-band sharing’.” 

 

3.11 In India, VNO regime was put in place in the year 2016. It will be worthwhile 

to explore as to whether inter-band spectrum sharing can now be allowed in 

the country, at this stage. It requires to be examined as to what could be the 

benefits and concerns in permitting inter-band spectrum sharing. 

  

3.12 Spectrum assigned through auction is technology agnostic i.e., any spectrum 

in any frequency band can be used to deploy any technology as per Notice 

Inviting Application (NIA) for auction of spectrum. Earlier, the TSPs were using 

frequencies in specific bands for provision of specific technologies. For instance, 

2100 MHz was used for 3G, 900 MHz and 1800 MHz bands were used for 2G, 

800 MHz was used for CDMA and so on. However, at present, most of the 

spectrum bands are being used for provision of LTE.  

  

3.13 Internationally, spectrum sharing is generally treated as a part of active 

infrastructure sharing. As per the data available on ITU website10, spectrum 

sharing is permitted in 109 countries, including Australia, Canada, China, 

 
10 Source: https://www.itu.int/net4/itu-d/icteye#/query 
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Finland, France, Germany, Hong Kong, Iran, Japan, Korea, New Zealand, 

Norway, Pakistan, Philippines, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, South Africa, Spain, 

Sweden, United Kingdom, United States. However, the information provides no 

distinction between the kind of spectrum sharing (intra-band sharing, or inter-

band sharing) permitted in these countries.  

 

3.14 Permitting inter-band spectrum sharing might also work as a facilitator in active 

infrastructure sharing. On the other hand, as the number of TSPs in the wireless 

access services segment has reduced to four, it needs to be examined as to 

what could be its effect on competition and dynamics of auction of spectrum. 

For instance, if a TSP decides not to acquire spectrum through auction in a 

spectrum band, and to use inter-band spectrum sharing with another TSP 

instead, the dynamics of spectrum auction could get affected as it might 

become difficult to discover the true market price through auction. Further, at 

present, the TSPs are permitted to surrender their spectrum holding after a 

lock-in period of 10 years, one may contend that a TSP could surrender its 

spectrum in a frequency band and start sharing spectrum in the same frequency 

band of another TSP, which could result in loss to the exchequer. Thus, there 

may be a need to create some conditions so that there is no misuse of the 

provisions of inter-band sharing. A contrary view could be that each TSP 

acquires spectrum in auction as per its network's need and business 

considerations, and spectrum sharing is usually resorted to by the TSPs to fulfil 

their dynamic need of spectrum in certain geographies. 

 

3.15 In case, it is decided to permit inter-band spectrum sharing in the country, the 

process of spectrum sharing, associated charges, and terms & conditions will 

also need to be prescribed. It also needs to be examined as to whether the 

procedure prescribed for intra-band spectrum sharing could be made applicable 

to inter-band spectrum sharing as well, or certain changes are required to be 

made. 
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3.16 In this background, the Authority solicits comments of stakeholders on the 

following set of questions: 

 

Issues for Consultation 

 

Q11. Whether inter-band access spectrum sharing among the access 

service providers should be permitted in the country?  

 

Q12. In case it is decided to permit inter-band access spectrum 

sharing among access service providers, please provide 

detailed inputs to the following questions: 

(a) What measures should be put in place to avoid any 

potential adverse impact on competition and dynamics of 

spectrum auction? Kindly justify your response. 

(b) Considering that surrender of spectrum has been 

permitted in the country, what provisions need to be 

included in the guidelines for inter-band access spectrum 

sharing so that any possible misuse by the licensees could 

be avoided? Kindly justify your response. 

(c) What should be the broad framework for inter-band 

access spectrum sharing? Whether the procedure 

prescribed for intra-band access spectrum sharing could 

be made applicable to inter-band access spectrum 

sharing as well, or certain changes are required to be 

made? 

(d) What should be the associated charges, and terms & 

conditions for inter-band access spectrum sharing?  

 

Q13. Any other issues/ suggestions relevant to the spectrum sharing 

between access service providers, may be submitted with 

proper explanation and justification. 
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(2) Authorised Shared Access (ASA) of Spectrum 

3.17 As indicated earlier, in India, certain quantum of the globally harmonized 

spectrum bands for IMT services has been assigned/ earmarked for 

Government use and/ or other services. However, the spectrum so assigned/ 

earmarked may not be utilized efficiently (entire spectrum, at all places, at all 

times may not be in use). Moreover, considering the increasing data usage 

owing to increasing digitalization, uptake of data hungry applications, 

proliferation of IoT based solutions, there may be a need to explore putting in 

place a regime for authorised shared access of spectrum, wherein the spectrum 

assigned/ earmarked for Government/ other users on primary basis could be 

used by the access service providers on secondary basis. National Digital 

Communications Policy (NDCP) 2018 under its ‘Connect India’ mission, 

recognizes ‘promoting the co-use/ secondary use of spectrum’ as one of the 

action points for making adequate spectrum available to be equipped for the 

new broadband era.    

 

3.18 Some countries have already implemented spectrum sharing between different 

type of users, involving the concept of primary and secondary users, wherein 

secondary user can use the same frequency spectrum wherever and whenever 

the primary user is not using it. In Europe, such authorisation given to the 

mobile network operators is termed as Licensed Shared Access (LSA) and in 

USA, it is termed as Spectrum Access System (SAS).  

 

3.19 LSA technique implemented in Europe: In Europe, LSA technique has been 

implemented to enable mobile network operators to deploy their mobile 

broadband networks in 2.3 GHz band, in which the incumbents (Government 

users etc.) were already operating. The LSA technique facilitates spectrum 

sharing between a mobile network operator and the incumbents with licensing 

conditions and rules. LSA is a repository-based method11 where the spectrum 

usage of primary users is stored in databases. This information is then used to 

 
11 https://www.oulu.fi/en/theses/special-applications-and-spectrum-sharing-lsa 
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guarantee interference-free transmission to the primary users. The LSA 

controller computes spectrum availability in the spatial, frequency and time 

domains. More specifically, the LSA controller computes exclusion, protection 

and restriction zones that are geographical areas within which the secondary 

users are not allowed to have active radio transmitters, areas within which 

incumbent receivers will not be subject to harmful interference and areas within 

which secondary users are allowed to operate radio transmitters with 

restrictions, respectively. Secondary users use an operation, administration and 

management (OAM) system to manage the use of licensed spectrum based on 

the LSA controller information. 

 

3.20 SAS technique implemented in the USA: In 2015, Federal Communications 

Commission (FCC) adopted rules for shared commercial use of the 3550-3700 

MHz band (3.5 GHz band). FCC established the Citizens Broadband Radio 

Service (CBRS) and created a three-tiered access and authorization framework 

to accommodate shared federal and non-federal use of the band. The three 

tiers of users for this spectrum are as below: 

(a) Incumbent, such as the United States Navy and fixed satellite; 

(b) Priority Access License (PAL), which are typically carriers that pay to 

license part of the spectrum; and  

(c) General Authorized Access (GAA) such as unlicensed enterprises that 

utilize this spectrum for private networks. 

 

3.21 Because these tiers concurrently share CBRS spectrum amongst them, the FCC 

requires that GAA users cannot interfere with PAL or incumbent users, and PAL 

users cannot interfere with incumbent users. Access and operations are 

managed by an automated frequency coordinator, known as a Spectrum Access 

System (SAS). When managing spectrum access, SAS may incorporate 

information from an Environmental Sensing Capability (ESC), a sensor network 

that detects transmissions from Department of Defence radar systems and 

transmits that information to the SAS. Both SAS and ESC are approved by the 

FCC.  
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3.22 In view of the above, authorised shared access could be used in the country to 

share spectrum assigned to the government agencies or other entities, who will 

be the primary users, with the access service providers as secondary users.  

 

3.23 It is worth mentioning that LSA and SAS techniques have been adopted in 

Europe and the USA respectively for specific frequency band(s) which were 

directly not available to mobile network operators for IMT use. For example, 

Europe has adopted LSA based implementation for 2.3 GHz band, and FCC has 

used SAS based implementation for CBRS in 3.5 GHz band. 

 

3.24 Therefore, identifying the frequency bands, which are not directly available 

(partially or entirely) to access service providers for IMT use, is the first step 

towards adoption of authorized shared access (ASA) of spectrum for secondary 

use in the country. Further, the biggest challenge would be that the 

incumbents, who have exclusive right to use a frequency band, may not be 

willing to implement ASA based spectrum sharing, as they may have 

apprehensions regarding interference from secondary users. Therefore, there 

might be a need to adopt measures to encourage and motivate the incumbent 

users for participation in the spectrum sharing regime. 

 

3.25 Further, ASA technique could also be used for spectrum sharing on dynamic 

basis among access service providers. However, similar to inter-band spectrum 

sharing, it could have some potential adverse effects on competition and 

dynamics of auction of spectrum. Further, the possibility of misuse of such a 

regime cannot be ruled out considering that surrender of spectrum has been 

permitted (as discussed in para 3.14). Thus, there could be some regulatory 

concerns which may need to be examined. After examination, in case it is 

decided to implement ASA technique for spectrum sharing on dynamic basis 

among access service providers, an enabling framework and other terms and 

conditions may need to be prescribed.  
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3.26 In this background, the Authority solicits comments of stakeholders on the 

following set of questions: 

 

Issues for Consultation 

 

Q14. Whether there is a need to explore putting in place a regime to 

implement Authorised Shared Access (ASA), wherein an access 

service provider as a secondary user could use the frequency 

spectrum assigned to a non-TSP primary user (government 

agencies and other entities) on a dynamic spectrum sharing 

basis?  Kindly justify your response. 

 

Q15. In case it is decided to implement ASA technique for secondary 

use of frequency spectrum assigned to non-TSP primary users, 

please provide your response to the following questions with 

detailed justification: 

(a) What are the potential spectrum bands in which ASA 

implementation can be considered? 

(b) What measures should be taken to encourage and 

motivate the incumbent users for participation in the 

spectrum sharing through ASA technique?   

(c) What should be the broad framework for implementation 

of ASA technique?  

(d) Is there a need for putting in place a mechanism for 

dispute handling including interference issues in case of 

ASA?  If yes, what should be the framework? 

(e) What methodology should be adopted for spectrum 

assignment to secondary users? What could be the 

spectrum charging mechanism for such assignment? 

(f) Who should be entrusted the work of managing shared 

access of spectrum?  
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Q16. Whether there is a need to permit the ASA technique-based 

dynamic spectrum sharing among access service providers? If 

yes,  

(a) What are the possible regulatory issues involved and 

what could be the possible solutions?  

(b) What measures should be put in place to avoid any 

adverse impact on competition and dynamics of spectrum 

auction?  

Kindly justify your response.  

 

Q17. In case it is decided to permit ASA technique-based dynamic 

spectrum sharing among access service providers in the 

country, please provide your response to the following 

questions with justification:  

(a) Whether there is a need for prescribing any framework 

for such shared use? If yes, what should be the 

framework? 

(b) Whether access service providers should be required to 

obtain approval or intimate to DoT before entering into 

such arrangement?  

(c) Whether any fee (one time, or recurring), should be 

prescribed on the spectrum sharing party(ies)? If yes, 

what should be the fee and who should be liable to pay 

such fee?       

(d) What should be the treatment of spectrum shared 

through ASA technique for the purpose of computation of 

spectrum cap? 

(e) Whether there is a need for an independent entity for 

managing spectrum access? If yes, who should be 

entrusted this work? If not, how should the spectrum 

access be managed?  
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(f) Is there a need for putting in place a mechanism for 

dispute handling including interference issues or should 

it be left to the access service providers? If yes, what 

should be the framework? 

(g) What other terms and conditions should be applicable for 

the sharing parties? 

 

Q18. Suggestions on any other spectrum sharing technique(s), 

which needs to be explored to be implemented in India, may 

kindly be made along with the relevant details and international 

practice. Details of likely regulatory issues with possible 

solutions, interference management, dispute handling etc. may 

also be provided.   

 

B. Leasing of Spectrum 

 

3.27 In spectrum leasing, a TSP, which has exclusive spectrum usage rights, leases 

a part of (or entire) spectrum holding to another TSP and/ or a private entity 

(for localized captive use), for a specified period. For such specified time period, 

the right gets transferred to the transferee entity and reverts to the transferor 

after expiry of the specified time period. The permission for leasing of spectrum 

may create secondary markets for spectrum usage rights among TSPs.  

 

3.28 Recently, based on the TRAI’s recommendations on ‘Auction of Spectrum in 

frequency bands identified for IMT/5G’ dated 11.04.2022, the TSPs with Access 

Service License/ Authorization have been permitted to lease frequency 

spectrum for the Captive Non-Public Network (CNPN). The guidelines for 

leasing of spectrum to CNPN Licensees have been issued by DoT through 

‘Guidelines for Captive Non-Public (CNPN) License’ dated 27.06.2022 

(Annexure 3.2).  
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3.29 National Digital Communications Policy (NDCP) 2018, under its ‘Connect India’ 

mission, recognizes spectrum as a key natural resource for public benefit to 

achieve India’s socio-economic goals. For making adequate spectrum available 

to be equipped for the new broadband era, one of the action plans under NDCP 

2018 is to further liberalize the spectrum sharing, leasing and trading regime.  

 

3.30 It is noted that some of the countries such as USA, Canada, Malaysia have 

permitted leasing of access spectrum to other TSPs. However, at present, 

leasing of access spectrum to other TSPs is not permitted in India. 

 

3.31 Leasing of spectrum can create a conducive environment for secondary market 

for spectrum. It may promote efficient use of spectrum and may particularly be 

needed for short-term events. At the same time, it could have some potential 

adverse effects on competition and dynamics of auction of spectrum. Similar to 

the inter-band spectrum sharing, the possibility of misuse of leasing of 

spectrum cannot be ruled out considering that surrender of spectrum has been 

permitted (as discussed in para 3.14). Therefore, there may be a need to 

introduce some conditions so that there is no potential misuse of the provisions 

for leasing of spectrum. 

 

3.32 Further, as spectrum trading is already permitted in India, it needs to be 

examined as to whether there is a real need for long-term spectrum leasing 

among TSPs. In case of spectrum trading, right to use of spectrum gets 

transferred to the transferee for the entire validity period, whereas in case of 

spectrum leasing, right to use of spectrum returns back to the original holder 

after the expiry of the period of lease or after termination of agreement. In 

case spectrum leasing is permitted, it needs to be examined as to whether 

certain charges for spectrum leasing need to be levied on the similar lines as 

applicable for spectrum trading, or a different approach needs to be adopted. 

Other associated terms and conditions such as lock-in period, roll-out 

obligations, spectrum cap, etc., also need to be examined. 
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3.33 In this background, the Authority solicits comments of stakeholders on the 

following questions:      

 

Issues for Consultation: 

 

Q19. Where there is a need to permit spectrum leasing among access 

service providers?  Kindly justify your response. 

 

Q20. In case it is decided to permit spectrum leasing among access 

service providers, please provide detailed response to the 

following questions: 

(a) Whether spectrum leasing should be permitted for short-

term period only, or for both short-term as well as long-

term?  

(b) In case only short-term leasing is to be permitted, what 

should be the maximum duration for such spectrum 

leasing? Should there be any restrictions on renewal of 

such short-term lease?  

(c) In case it is decided to permit long term leasing, please 

provide your response to the following questions with 

justification:  

(i) What measures should be put in place to avoid any 

adverse impact on competition and dynamics of 

spectrum auction?  

(ii) Whether there should be a maximum duration for 

which spectrum leasing may be permitted?  

(d) What should be the applicable roll-out obligations for the 

Lessee (the access service provider which takes spectrum 

through leasing arrangement from the Lessor)? Whether 

the spectrum leasing should have any effect on the roll-

out obligations applicable for the Lessor (the access 

service provider which has leased out the spectrum)? 
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Whether the provisions for roll-out obligation require to 

be different for short-term and long-term spectrum 

leasing?  

(e) Should the spectrum leasing charges be levied on similar 

lines as applicable for spectrum trading? If no, what 

charges should be made applicable in case of spectrum 

leasing?  

(f) Should there be a lock-in period, after acquisition of 

spectrum, to become eligible for spectrum leasing as 

applicable in spectrum trading?  If yes, what should be 

the lock-in period post which, spectrum holder would 

become eligible to lease it to another access service 

provider?  

(g) Whether there is a need for an approval from, or 

intimation to DoT before the proposed leasing of 

spectrum? If yes, whether prior approval/ prior 

intimation requirement be different for long-term and 

short-term spectrum leasing? What should be the 

timelines for approval from, or intimation to DoT in each 

case? 

(h) Whether the spectrum held by an access service provider 

on short-term, or long-term lease be included to calculate 

compliance to spectrum caps?  

(i) Considering that surrender of spectrum has been 

permitted in the country, what provisions need to be 

created in the guidelines for leasing of spectrum between 

access service providers so that any possible misuse by 

the licensees could be avoided? 

(j) What other terms and conditions need to be prescribed in 

respect of spectrum leasing between access service 

providers?  
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Q21. Any other issues/ suggestions relevant to the spectrum leasing, 

may be submitted with proper explanation and justification.  
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CHAPTER-4: ISSUES FOR CONSULTATION  

 

Stakeholders are requested to provide responses to the following questions with 

detailed justifications: 

 

A. Issues relating to Infrastructure sharing  

 

Q1. Should passive infrastructure sharing be permitted across all 

telecommunication service licenses/ authorizations? Kindly justify 

your response. 

 

Q2. Should other active infrastructure elements deployed by service 

providers under various licenses/ authorizations, which are not 

permitted to be shared at present, be permitted to be shared among 

licensees of telecommunication services? 

 

Q3.  If your response to the Q2 is in the negative, which active 

infrastructure elements should not be permitted to be shared? 

Further, which active infrastructure elements should be permitted to 

be shared with which licensees/ authorization holders? kindly provide 

details for each authorization with detailed justification.  

 

Q4. In case it is decided to permit sharing of any additional active 

infrastructure elements among licensees,  

(a)  What precautionary conditions should be put in place to 

avoid disruption in telecommunication services due to 

any unforeseen situation? The response may be provided 

for each active infrastructure element. 

(b)   Whether there is a need to have a provision for 

permission from/ intimation to the Licensor before 

commencement of such sharing? If yes, what provisions 
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and timelines need to be prescribed for each active 

infrastructure element? 

 

Q5. Whether any other amendment is required to be made in the 

telecommunication services licenses/ authorizations with respect to 

the provisions relating to both active and passive infrastructure 

sharing to bring clarity and remove anomaly? If yes, clause-wise 

suggestions in the telecommunication services licenses/ 

authorizations may kindly be made with detailed justification.  

 

Q6. Should there be any obligation on telecom service providers to share 

infrastructure that has been funded, either partially or fully, by the 

Government through Universal Service Obligation (USO) Fund or 

otherwise, with other telecom service providers? Kindly justify your 

response. 

 

Q7. In case it is decided to impose some obligations on telecom service 

providers to share the infrastructure funded by Government with 

other telecom service providers, is there a need to provide a broad 

framework for sharing of such infrastructure? If yes, kindly suggest 

the key aspects of such framework with detailed justification. 

 

Q8. Any other suggestion to facilitate infrastructure sharing may kindly be 

made with proper explanation and justification. 

 

B. Connectivity Issues Faced by the Subscribers in Remote and Far-flung 

Areas of the Country  

 

Q9. What measures could be taken to encourage roaming arrangements 

among telecom service providers in remote and far-flung areas?  What 

could be the associated regulatory concerns and what steps could be 
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taken to address such concerns? Kindly provide details on each of the 

suggested measures with justification. 

 

Q10. What could be the other ways to ease out the hardship faced by the 

subscribers in remote and far-flung areas due to connectivity issues of 

the home network provider? Kindly provide detailed response with 

justification. 

 

C. Issues relating to inter-band spectrum sharing among access service 

providers 

 

Q11. Whether inter-band access spectrum sharing among the access 

service providers should be permitted in the country?  

 

Q12. In case it is decided to permit inter-band access spectrum sharing 

among access service providers, please provide detailed inputs to the 

following questions: 

(a) What measures should be put in place to avoid any potential 

adverse impact on competition and dynamics of spectrum 

auction? Kindly justify your response. 

(b) Considering that surrender of spectrum has been permitted in the 

country, what provisions need to be included in the guidelines for 

inter-band access spectrum sharing so that any possible misuse 

by the licensees could be avoided? Kindly justify your response. 

(c) What should be the broad framework for inter-band access 

spectrum sharing? Whether the procedure prescribed for intra-

band access spectrum sharing could be made applicable to inter-

band access spectrum sharing as well, or certain changes are 

required to be made? 

(d) What should be the associated charges, and terms & conditions 

for inter-band access spectrum sharing?  
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Q13. Any other issues/ suggestions relevant to the spectrum sharing 

between access service providers, may be submitted with proper 

explanation and justification. 

 

D. Issues relating to Authorised Shared Access (ASA) of Spectrum 

 

Q14. Whether there is a need to explore putting in place a regime to 

implement Authorised Shared Access (ASA), wherein an access service 

provider as a secondary user could use the frequency spectrum 

assigned to a non-TSP primary user (government agencies and other 

entities) on a dynamic spectrum sharing basis?  Kindly justify your 

response. 

 

Q15. In case it is decided to implement ASA technique for secondary use of 

frequency spectrum assigned to non-TSP primary users, please 

provide your response to the following questions with detailed 

justification: 

(a) What are the potential spectrum bands in which ASA 

implementation can be considered? 

(b) What measures should be taken to encourage and motivate the 

incumbent users for participation in the spectrum sharing through 

ASA technique?   

(c) What should be the broad framework for implementation of ASA 

technique?  

(d) Is there a need for putting in place a mechanism for dispute 

handling including interference issues in case of ASA?  If yes, what 

should be the framework? 

(e) What methodology should be adopted for spectrum assignment to 

secondary users? What could be the spectrum charging 

mechanism for such assignment? 

(f) Who should be entrusted the work of managing shared access of 

spectrum?  
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Q16. Whether there is a need to permit the ASA technique-based dynamic 

spectrum sharing among access service providers? If yes,  

(a) What are the possible regulatory issues involved and what could 

be the possible solutions?  

(b) What measures should be put in place to avoid any adverse 

impact on competition and dynamics of spectrum auction?  

Kindly justify your response.  

 

Q17. In case it is decided to permit ASA technique-based dynamic spectrum 

sharing among access service providers in the country, please provide 

your response to the following questions with justification:  

(a) Whether there is a need for prescribing any framework for such 

shared use? If yes, what should be the framework? 

(b) Whether access service providers should be required to obtain 

approval or intimate to DoT before entering into such 

arrangement?  

(c) Whether any fee (one time, or recurring), should be prescribed 

on the spectrum sharing party(ies)? If yes, what should be the 

fee and who should be liable to pay such fee?       

(d) What should be the treatment of spectrum shared through ASA 

technique for the purpose of computation of spectrum cap? 

(e) Whether there is a need for an independent entity for managing 

spectrum access? If yes, who should be entrusted this work? If 

not, how should the spectrum access be managed?  

(f) Is there a need for putting in place a mechanism for dispute 

handling including interference issues or should it be left to the 

access service providers? If yes, what should be the framework? 

(g) What other terms and conditions should be applicable for the 

sharing parties? 
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Q18. Suggestions on any other spectrum sharing technique(s), which needs 

to be explored to be implemented in India, may kindly be made along 

with the relevant details and international practice. Details of likely 

regulatory issues with possible solutions, interference management, 

dispute handling etc. may also be provided. 

 

E. Issues relating to Leasing of Spectrum  

 

Q19. Where there is a need to permit spectrum leasing among access 

service providers?  Kindly justify your response. 

 

Q20. In case it is decided to permit spectrum leasing among access service 

providers, please provide detailed response to the following 

questions: 

(a) Whether spectrum leasing should be permitted for short-term 

period only, or for both short-term as well as long-term?  

(b) In case only short-term leasing is to be permitted, what should be 

the maximum duration for such spectrum leasing? Should there 

be any restrictions on renewal of such short-term lease?  

(c) In case it is decided to permit long term leasing, please provide 

your response to the following questions with justification:  

(i) What measures should be put in place to avoid any adverse 

impact on competition and dynamics of spectrum auction?  

(ii) Whether there should be a maximum duration for which 

spectrum leasing may be permitted?  

(d) What should be the applicable roll-out obligations for the Lessee 

(the access service provider which takes spectrum through 

leasing arrangement from the Lessor)? Whether the spectrum 

leasing should have any effect on the roll-out obligations 

applicable for the Lessor (the access service provider which has 

leased out the spectrum)? Whether the provisions for roll-out 
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obligation require to be different for short-term and long-term 

spectrum leasing?  

(e) Should the spectrum leasing charges be levied on similar lines as 

applicable for spectrum trading? If no, what charges should be 

made applicable in case of spectrum leasing?  

(f) Should there be a lock-in period, after acquisition of spectrum, to 

become eligible for spectrum leasing as applicable in spectrum 

trading?  If yes, what should be the lock-in period post which, 

spectrum holder would become eligible to lease it to another 

access service provider?  

(g) Whether there is a need for an approval from, or intimation to DoT 

before the proposed leasing of spectrum? If yes, whether prior 

approval/ prior intimation requirement be different for long-term 

and short-term spectrum leasing? What should be the timelines 

for approval from, or intimation to DoT in each case? 

(h) Whether the spectrum held by an access service provider on short-

term, or long-term lease be included to calculate compliance to 

spectrum caps?  

(i) Considering that surrender of spectrum has been permitted in the 

country, what provisions need to be created in the guidelines for 

leasing of spectrum between access service providers so that any 

possible misuse by the licensees could be avoided? 

(j) What other terms and conditions need to be prescribed in respect 

of spectrum leasing between access service providers?  

 

Q21. Any other issues/ suggestions relevant to the spectrum leasing, may 

be submitted with proper explanation and justification.  
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ANNEXURES 

 

Annexure-1.1: DoT reference dated 7th December 2021  
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Annexure-1.2: DoT reference dated 10th February 2022 
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Annexure-2.1: DoT Guidelines on ‘Infrastructure sharing among the 

Service Providers and Infrastructure Providers’ 
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Annexure-2.2: License Amendment permitting sharing of active 

infrastructure among service providers 
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Annexure-2.3: DoT Advisory dated 18th November 2019 for sharing of in-

building infrastructure 
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Annexure-2.4: License Amendment dated 6th April 2021 permitting sharing 

of infrastructure related to Wi-Fi equipment such as Wi-Fi router, Access 

point, and backhaul
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Annexure-2.5: TRAI letter dated 01.02.2022  
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Annexure-3.1: DoT Guidelines on sharing of spectrum 
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Annexure-3.2: DoT Guidelines on Leasing of spectrum for Private 

Networks (CNPN) 
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